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it just started doing it for the customer. he brought it in for a service and the ecu update and some wiring
repairs. we did the work and the idle was real high still but not always high.it might be idling at 3100, turn the
bike off and it might idle at 2000 then it will start creeping up to around 3000. before the ecu update the bike
smelled real rich. now after the update the exhaust smells ...
terra 650 eratic/high idle | Cafe Husky
A moped (/ Ëˆ m oÊŠ p É› d / MOH-ped) is a small motorcycle, generally having a less stringent licensing
requirement than motorcycles or automobiles because mopeds typically travel about the same speed as
bicycles on public roads. Mopeds by definition are driven by both an engine and bicycle pedals; the term is
unequivocally not appropriate for the very specific design classic known as the ...
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